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1. INTRODUCTION 
Complex systems tend to be desynchronized, as part and parcel of their internal organisation 
and internal connections. One way that this may arise is from quite small mismatching of 
operating times of system components. On the other hand, lack of synchronization can be built 
into the system. For example, "chaotic" iterations and asynchronous algorithms are exploited in 
parallel processing. Too, a system may be susceptible of change by numerous factors at different, 
asynchronous times. In all cases, it is important o understand the effect that desynchronization 
can have on the stability of the system and the convergence properties of processes. 
Robert [1] has considered convergence of chaotic iterations in both linear and nonlinear cases, 
using notions of vectorial norm and contraction mappings. Baudet [2] has extended applications 
to more general asynchronous iterations. Quite general convergence theorems have been derived 
by Bertsekas [3] and Tsitsiklis [4]. A cogent reatment and many references are in Bertsekas and 
Tsitsiklis [5]. 
Some classes of discrete, linear desychronized systems have been extensively studied [6-9]. This 
work was largely involved with showing sufficient conditions for stability in terms of the spectral 
radius of combinations of coefficient matrices. Kosyakin [10] additionally showed that the general 
problem of absolute stability for such systems could not be solved in finite arithmetic terms, and 
extended this study to the nonlinear case. 
This paper treats asynchronous systems from a somewhat different point of view. We consider 
the symbolic dynamics of desynchronized switching times and extract a numerical quantity whose 
values determine the stability characteristics of the system. An important role in the proof is 
played by Hilbert's projective metric. 
In the next section we introduce various preliminary definitions and results, and define the 
model of asynchronous systems that is studied. For completeness, the Hilbert metric is introduced 
in Section 3 and some known results are sketched. The last section is devoted to the proof of the 
main theorem. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Consider a system G the state of which can be updated by v managers (such as processors) at 
various discrete time instants which we call correction times. Let the set T of all the correction 
times be partitioned into v disjoint subsets T1,...,Tv, with the updating rule of the state of 
at the times in 7~ depending on the wishes of the ith manager. For any ~ G T denote by i(t) the 
number of the manager governing the system at the instant t. If either the directions given by 
all managers are identical, or the sequence i(t) is periodic, then the dynamics of the system S 
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may be formulated in a fairly straightforward manner in terms of difference quations or impulse 
equations. If this is not the case, the situation is more complicated. Such systems are referred 
to as desynchronized systems. 
Suppose that we have v incommensurable positive numbers wx,w2,... ,wu, referred to as fre- 
quencies and • non-negative numbers ~1,~o2,..., ~u, satisfying the inequalities 0 < ~i < 1 for 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  u, referred to as phases. Let Ti denote here the set of all the times 
t = (n + ~i) where n = 1,2,. 
6)i  ' . . .  
Systems with these correction times will be called desynchronized in phase and frequency, or DPF 
systems. They and similar structures typically arise when modelling multi-processor systems in 
which each processor has its own clock. DPF systems are analogous to, but distinct from the 
class of asynchronous iterations tudied in Baudet [2]. In fact, in the sense of [2], they are 
"synchronous." Nevertheless, incommensurability of the phases w means that the sequence of 
processor operations is chaotic. For example, it is impossible to predict the next processor from 
the preceding sequence alone. 
Let ~ be a DPF system. Assume that the state of 8 is described by the p-vector z E ~P. 
The evolution of the system is thus represented by a function z(t) (t >_ O) with values in ~P. A 
function x(t) corresponding to an admissible trajectory of the system is, by definition, piecewise 
constant and all its points of discontinuity belong to the set • = [.Ji=l T/. For definiteness, 
assume this function to be left continuous. 
The system ~ is called a linear system desynchronized in phase and frequency, or LDPF system, 
if there exist fixed matrices Ai, i = 1, . . . ,  z/such that at any correction time t. E T/ we have 
z( t .  + O) = A iz ( t . ) ,  i = 1 , . . . , v .  
If the frequencies wx,. . .  ,w u are fixed, then the function x(t) is determined by its initial value 
x0 = z(O) and by the phase vector ~o = (~ox,.-., ~) -  We write in this case that 
= s( t ,  
The operator S can be considered as the transition operator of the DPF system. A DPF system 
is said to be Lyapnnov stable if there exists a positive real constant r such that, for any t, ~o0, xo, 
we have the inequality 
IIs(t, x0,  ,o)11 __< rllxoll. 
The notions of asymptotic and exponential stability can be similarly introduced. 
Suppose that frequencies w i are fixed. Then the set ff and the T/depend only on the vector ~0 
of initial phases: T = ~(~o). For any ~0, consider the sequence 
I(~oo) = {ix(~Oo), i~(~Oo),..., i,(~Oo),... }, 
where in(~Oo) is the index of the subset Ti containing the n th element of ~E. 
Denote by II(~o; n, m) the finite subsequence of I(~o) 
II(~,o; n, m) = {in(~Oo), in+x(~o),. . . ,  in+m-l(~oo)}. 
Any II(~o; n, m) can be considered as a word of length m generated by the alphabet {1, 2 , . . . ,  v}. 
Denote by /C(~0;m) the set of all distinct words I I (~o;n,m) for n = 1,2, . . . .  For any I IE  
/C(~Oo; m) denote by p(II, n) the number of those integers k, k < n, such that 
II(7~o;k,m) = II. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any II E/C(~Oo; m) there exists a limit 
This limit does not depend on ~o. 
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PROOF. Consider the one-sided infinite symbolic sequence I(~o0). First, suppose that the right 
shift r on I(to0), r(in(~oo)) = in+l(~Oo) has an invariant measure independent of ~o0. Define a 
function fn on I(to0) by 
1, if H(to0;1,m) = H 
fri(I(tao)) = 0, otherwise. 
Then Y~=l fn0"aI(~°0) = p(H, n). By the ergodic theorem, p(H, n)/n converges a.e. to a mea- 
surable function q(H), which will be independent of ~0. It remains to prove the first assumption. 
Let Nj (t) denote the number of occurrences of elements of T/ in the time interval [0, t], and let 
aj (t) be the relative frequency of elements of 7), amongst all members of ~ in that interval. 
Clearly Nj (n + ~g) = [n~J] , j = 1 , . . . ,  v, where [s] denotes the integer part of s E ~. Hence, for 
j=  1 , . . . , v ,  
n J  - 1 < Nj (n - I -  1) < n J  + 1. 
Consequently, 
n~J - 1 n~J + 1 
< a j (n+ 1) < j = 1 , . . . ,v .  + ' 
As n -* o% we obtain the invariant measure 
wi 
a j = ~  i ' j= l ,2 , . . . , v .  
E i=I  ¢d 
I 
For any word H E W(m) set 
7(H) = In (~x--!~ 
\ lvl/  
where 
z = Ai,Ai,_x . . .Ai l l ,  y = Ai,_: .. .Aixl 
and 1 = (1, 1 , . . . ,  1) t is the p-vector with unit components. Our principal result, proven in 
Section Four, is that: 
THEOREM 2.2. The following limit exists: 
d= lim ( ~(ra T(H)q(H) n )
If the inequality d < 0 holds then the system ~ is exponentially stable. If d > 0 then G is not 
L yapunov stable. 
3. THE H ILBERT METRIC  AND B IRKHOFF 'S  THEOREM 
So that the paper stands alone, some definitions and known results are recalled in this section. 
A more complete treatment and proofs may be found in Bushell [11]. 
Let X be a real Banach space and let K be a closed cone in X, with nonempty interior K*. 
That is, K+KCK,  AKCKfora l lA>0andKN-K={0}.  Wr i teK+-K \{0} .  
DEFINITION 3.1. I f z ,y  E K+, define 
O(x,y) = inf{A: Ax -  Y E K+}, 
or 0(x, y) = oo if the set is empty. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The Hilbert projective metric p is defined in K+ by 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let B be the unit ball in X .  Then (K ° N B, p) is a metric space. 
Observe that ire,  y E K °, then 
p(Ax, ~,y) = p(x, y) for all A, ~ > O. (I) 
DEFINITION 3.4. I rA  : K ~ K,  we say that A is nonnegative, and i rA  : K ° ---. K* we say that 
A is positive. 
DEFINITION 3.5. I rA  is positive, the projective diameter A(A) of A is defined by 
A(A) = sup{p(Ax, Ay) : x, y E K*).  
The contraction ratio k(A) of A is defined by 
k(A) = inf{A : p(Ax, Ay) < aa(~,y), ~,y e K*}. 
THEOREM 3.6. (Birkhoff) I rA  is a positive linear mapping in X ,  then 
k(A) = tanh 1A(A)  < 1. 
In particular, let X = ~P, and let K+ be the cone of all vectors x = (x l , . . .  ,x p) with nonneg- 
ative components x i >__ O, i = 1, . . .  , p. Let ~rp_ 1 be the standard (p - 1)-simplex: that is, the set 
of all x E K+ such that x 1 + • .. + x/' = 1. Then 
d(x,y) = min{a : Ax -  y e K+}. 
For x e K~, put Px  = x / (x l  + . . .  xP). Then Px  e K+ Nap-1.  For any matrix A with positive 
components, denote by .4 the operator defined by 
Az=P(Ax) ,  x e K+ Aap_ l .  
THEOREM 3 .7 . .4  is a contraction mapping on the metric space (K+ ~erp_l, p). 
PROOF. The mapping is defined on a metric space by Theorem 3.3. Moreover, writing [[Z[ll = 
X 1 - I -  • • • X p , 
p Jx , ] i y  : p IIAxlll' IIXylh = p(mx, Ay), 
by equation (1), and so 
p <_ k(Alp( ,v) 
which is a contraction by Theorem 3.6. II 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 proceeds via a sequence of lemmas. Throughout, it is assumed 
that the system G is an LDPF system with frequency vector w = (wl , . . . ,w~),  and that all 
components of the matrices Ai, i = 1, . . . ,  u, are positive. For any vector of initial phases ~o0, let 
¢(~0) = {t l , . . . , t , , . . .  } 
be the sequence of correction times corresponding to the initial phases ~0. 
For any z0, ~0 and n put 
D(n, xo, too) = Ai,~(~oo)Ai,~_l(~oo) .. . Ai~(~Oo)XO. 
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It follows immediately that: 
LEMMA 4.1. 
1. The system (5 is stable if and only i f  for some positive real constant r the inequah'ty 
sup liD(n, zo, ~o)ll < rlP, oll 
~oo 
holds for all n <_ 1. 
2. The system ~ is asymptotically stable if and only if 
lim ( sup sup liD(n, z0, ~0)l[~ = 0. 
n--,oo \1=o1<1 ~o , /  
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LEMMA 4.2. 
generated by the alphabet {1, . . . ,  u} and any non-zero vector z0 E K+ the inequality 
p (PAi~, • • • Ail z0, PA i ,  • • • Ail 1) < aft '~-1 
ho/ds, where 1 - {1, 1 , . . . ,  1}. 
PROOF. Use the Birkhoff Theorem 3.7, and put 
fl = max fl(A~) and a = max diana (Ai~r~_l), 
l<i<u x<~<v 
where diam(M) denotes the diameter of M C #~-x in the ffilbert metric. 
LEMMA 4.8. A desynchronized system • is asymp¢otically stable if and only if 
lim sup liD(n, 1, ~0)11 : 0. 
rl,,..-~ OQ ~PO 
There exist a positive a and a fl E [0,1) such that for any word { i l , . . . , im} 
I 
(2) 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.2, the necessity is immediate, and so it remains to show that (2) implies 
the asymptotic stability of 6. By virtue of Lemma 4.2, asymptotic stability will follow if 
lim (sup supllS(n, x0,v~o)l)-0. 
, , -oo  \1=o1<* ~,o 
(3) 
Consider ~P as a space partially ordered by the cone K+. That is, z >__ y iff z - y E K+. Observe 
that 
{z:  Ilzl] _< r} c {z : - r l  < z < rl}. 
As all the operators Ai are monotonic with respect o the partial order, this inclusion implies the 
inequalities 
-r sup D(n, 1, ~0) ~_ sup sup D(n, z0, ~0) _~ r sup D(n, I, ~0), 
~o ~o I=o[<r ~o 
and (2) follows. | 
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Similar reasoning ives the following. 
LEMMA 4.4. A desynchronized system ~ is Lyapunov unstable if and only if 
sup D(n, z., ~Oo) = oo. 
~o 
(4) 
holds. The equality 
17(hi)  - 7(11)1 <,  (7) 
n~,(p) n~,(r") n, ,p) 
is immediate from the definitions. The last equality together with (6) and (7) implies that the 
sequence dr, is Cauchy, and the existence of the limit (5) is proved. Assume now that the 
inequality d < 0 holds. We show that this implies (2). For any integer m and any e > 0 denote 
by d(m, e) the supremum of all the numbers 
dr" = 4(n) 
for all ~(II), ~(II) satisfying the inequalities 
IT(n) - 7(n) l  _< IF(n) - q (11)1  _< e. 
For any m fix an e. (m) such that the relations 
d d(m,e.(m)) < d. =~ < 0 
hold. 
By virtue of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, the principal Theorem 2.2 will follow from the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The following real-valued limit exists: 
d=l i~m°°(  E 7(II)q(11)) " n ~ , ( r " )  (5) 
The inequality d < 0 implies (2), while ff d > O, then (4) will hold. 
PROOF. First, we prove that the limit (5) exists. By virtue of Lemma 2.1, the frequencies q(II) 
do not depend on the initial phase. It suffices to show that the sequence {din}, defined by 
dr" = (n~r(~m)7(II)q(II) ) "
is a Cauchy sequence. Let m and p be positive integers, m < p. For any 11 E :P(m) denote by 
H(11,p) the set of all the words II1 E P(p) with the m-tail (i.e., the last m letters) coinciding 
with II. It is clear that 
q(II) = E q(II1). (6) 
YI16H(II,p) 
By Lemma 4.2, for any positive e there exists such an integer m(e) that for any II q P(m(e)), 
I I t•  H(11, p) and p > m(e), the inequality 
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By virtue of Lemma 4.2 there exists an integer mc such that for any word II = {il, . . . , i,,,.) E 
P(m,) and any non-zero w E K+ the inequality Iy(fI) - ln([zl/iyl)l 5 c+(m+) holds, where 
2 = Ai,. A,,_-l . . . AI(W), 9 = Ai,,,,,_-l . . *AI(W). 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 there exists n, = n,(c,(m,),m+) such that, for any initial 
phase cpo, any II E P(m,) and n > n,, the inequality 
q(B) (lm n, < 6 -- 
I n -* 
holds. Thus, for any ‘pe and n < n,, the inequality 
holds, where z,(k) = D(k, 1, ~0). This implies the estimate 
IPh 1, WJNI I IM m,l,cpo)ll exp((n-m,)%). 
The inequality (2) follows immediately from this last estimate. The deduction of (4) from d > 0 
follows along similar lines. I 
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